IT Value Recovery

Your Gadgets Have
More to Give
Repair and refurbishment optimize financial results
and sustainability.
Our mission is finding a new home and greater
value for every device you send us. So we can’t

REUSABLE YIELD

think like recyclers. Non-working items, missing
accessories, and devices with cosmetic damage

= REUSED

all degrade the worth of your hardware portfolio.
Instead of automatically shredding the misfits,

= RECYCLED: PARTS

we see the flaws as our opportunity to recover

= RECYCLED: MATERIALS

customer value.
Sage systems are integrated with the Sage
BlueBook, the world’s largest repository of used

AVERAGE SALES PRICE

electronics information. Based on objective market

= RETAIL
= WHOLESALE

data for every device, we calculate when to repair,
when to refurbish, even when to harvest parts and
recycle. We invest in parts, accessories, software,
and labor to improve Reusable Yield whenever
the increase in value recovery exceeds the cost of
service, producing a greener result for both the
earth and your wallet.

REFURBISHED

GRADE A

GRADE B

Our Key Features

$
REFURBISH &
REMARKET

PRECISE
DATA

INCREASE
VALUE

We refurbish
and remarket all
hardware platforms,
from mobility, to
data center, to the
desktop. And we
don’t ignore the little
stuff like accessories
and peripherals.

Our triage process is
governed by
value data from
Sage BlueBook,
not wasteful,
imprecise “cut lines.”

As a Microsoft
Authorized
Refurbisher, we
increase the value
of refurbished
PCs with low cost,
genuine software.

YOU HAVE
A CHOICE
Customers can
choose settlement
periods ranging
from 30 to 90
days, providing full
opportunity to share
in the Sage Upside,
or to opt for
quick cash.

How We’re Different
The Sage BlueBook turns all our technicians into used
electronics geniuses. Our automated workflows ensure
consistent execution of every step required to eliminate
risk, secure data, and optimize value for every device.
We resell more and recycle less than anyone else in our
industry, for superior financial and sustainability results.

Your gadgets have more to give ℠
Learn more at SageSE.com and SageBlueBook.com

